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Introduction

The Parliamentary Performance Scorecard Project is a tool used to provide Ugandans with critical
information about the performance of the Institution of Parliament and their respective Members
of Parliament (MPs) on an annual basis. By placing in the hands of citizens, evidenced based information, the project empowers citizens to monitor performance of their elected representatives on a
regular basis as well as empower them to make informed choices at election time. It is based on the
idea that it is possible for a people to work within the framework of representative democracy but retain some form of active citizenry and authority to exercise demands for accountable and responsive
leadership in between the electoral cycles.
The Scorecard is distinctive in that it offers objective, reliable, and transparent information of how
MPs perform in plenary sessions, the different standing and sessional committees and in their constituencies. By dissemi¬nating accurate, objective and comprehensive information about the performance of each elected MP, Africa Leadership Institute (AFLI) hopes to help foster greater transparency and democratic accountability in Uganda.
AFLI through the Scorecard project promotes the right of access to information as provided in the
Constitution of the Republic of Uganda and the Access to Information Act(2005).
The 3rd year Parliamentary Scorecard of the 10th Parliament, is the culmination of a year’s long dialogue, consisting of consultations and revisions for the Parliamentary year 2018/2019. AFLI has previously released Parliamentary Scorecards right from the 7th Parliament (2004-2005), which served
as a pilot phase with more elaborate and comprehensive five-year annual Scorecards for the 8th Parliament (2006-2011).The 2006 – 2010 Scorecard revealed that attendance in Parliament consistently
increased from year to year. While average plenary attendance was just 23% in 2006 - 2007, it rose
to 45% in 2007 - 2008 and it further increased to 52% in 2008 – 2009. There was also a noticeable
increase in average participation by MPs in Plenary debates. Average participation increased substantially from 820 lines in the 3rd Session plenary Hansards per MP, to 1,437 lines in the 4th Session of
the 8th Parliament. While 88% of MPs spoke at least one line in 2006 – 2007, only 84% of MPs spoke
at least one line in 2007 – 2008, 95% spoke at least one line in 2008 – 2009, and 94% spoke at least one
line in 2009 – 2010.
1
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Methodology

This latest generation of the Parliament Performance Audit (PPA) for 2018-2019, relied on evidenced
based information collected from official sec¬ondary and primary sources such as documentary and
audio-video recordings from plenary and committee sittings of parliament. Other primary data was
obtained from the field i.e. Constituencies as provided by purposefully selected stratified key informants comprising of active citizens’, District Local Government officials, and personal assistants of
MPs. The analysis and presentation of findings is structured against; a)Individual performance of
MPs, b) Aggregated regional and sub-regional performance of MPs and c) Overall performance of
the House of Parliament as a governance institution. In the different components, the report evaluates
the constitutional and obligated performance: in Legislation, Representation, Oversight, Appropriation and Exemplary leadership aspects of MPs’ collective work. It shows how the performance of
legislators and the House of Parliament, contribute to the wellbeing of citizens, determines the nature
and quality of governance of the country in terms of the processes relating to legislation, budgeting
(appropriation) and implementation of the sustainable development goals (SDGs), the National Development plan (NDPII) and upholding of the national constitution and other Human rights instruments ratified by government of Uganda.
a) MP’s Individual Performance: contains basic background information on the respective
MP such as; the district/constituency, party affiliation, position in Parliament, committee
memberships, MP’s political assistants, etcetera. The MPs are assessed in three areas of performance: Plenary, Committee, and Constituency.
I. Plenary Sessions. MPs are obligated to attend plenary sessions. These meetings pro¬vide members with an opportunity to present the views of their constituents, raise
new issues, and debate the important challenges facing Uganda. The Scorecard evaluates MPs on their attendance, participation, and debate influence they generate in
these plenary debates.
II. Committee Activities. Much of Parliament’s work is conducted in committee ses-sions,
where bills are reviewed and amended, budgetary decisions and recommendations
are made and important oversight duties are performed. The Scorecard pro¬vides
information on committee membership and reports data on the attendance and participation of MPs in committee meetings.
III. Constituency Work. Under this area, research assistants were sent to each MPs
con¬stituency to collect data on aspects such as attendance of district council meetings, existence of an MP’s office and personal projects carried out by the MP that are
neither funded by national or local governments, nor by NGOs.
b) Regional Performance: This is a new addition to the Scorecard, which seeks to assesses MPs
according to their region of decent. Uganda has four distinct re¬gions: Central, Northern,
Western, and Southern. All these have some similarities in issues of national concern raised
by MPs in the House, social setting, language, trading potential, cultural uniqueness, etc.
Scoring the MPs on regional and sub-regional matters builds on the principle of working
for common good that brings MPs in a pool of collective regional/sub-regional responsi¬bilities, regardless of party or individual profiles. If a matter arises from a given region/
sub-region, MPs from the respective region should be seen acting in unity to champion or
respond to that issue(s).
2
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c) Performance of House of Parliament: This section gives a brief history of Parliament/ past
sessions and the work done as an institution i.e. bills tabled, bills enacted, bills carried over,
bills amended etc. This presents a summary of the work of the Parliament as an insti¬tution
in the area of legislation, representation, oversight, appropriation, and those MPs found to
have conflicted with the House’s rules of Order and procedure.

Summary of Key Findings

(a) Representation
Out of all the MPs in the 3rd year Session:
• 65.1% are male while only 34.9% are female
• The most outstanding backbencher was Hon. Abala David, MP for Ngora district with a
score of 97.23% in plenary participation.
• The most outstanding frontbencher was Hon. David Bahati, Minister of Finance, Planning
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and Economic Development with a score of 99.34% in plenary participation
• The most outstanding Shadow Minister was Hon. Odur Jonathan, the Shadow Minister of
Public Service and Presidency with a score of 93.07%
• The outstanding frontbencher female MP was Hon. Ocan Betty Aol- leader of opposition in
Parliament with a score of 95.48%
• The outstanding backbencher female MP was Hon. Okori-Moe Janet Grace Akech, woman
MP for Abim district with a score of 93.73%
• The outstanding female cabinet Minister was Hon. Achieng Sarah Opendi, with a score of
95.19 %
• The outstanding female Shadow Minister was Hon Bakireke Nambooze Betty, with a score
of 78.92%
• Overall, 33.57% of leadership positions in the House of Parliament are occupied by women
MPs
• Persons With Disability group had the highest average percentile scores 55.55 among special
interest groups in plenary followed by Worker’s Representatives with 53.55, Ex-officials at
39.13, Youth Representatives at 21.05 and UPDF Representatives at 32.00
• In contrast, the directly elected Constituency representatives obtained an average of 47.50
percentile score
• The outstanding Youth MP in plenary was Hon. Adeke Anna in the 47.6th percentile
• Hon. Kunihira Agnes was the outstanding Workers MP in the 69.4th percentile
• Hon. Katumba Wamala Edward was the outstanding UPDF representative in plenary with
a 75.9th percentile
• Hon. Katuramu Kiribedda Hood was the outstanding PWDs MP in plenary with a 71.8th
percentile
• Hon. Nakiwala Florence Kiyingi was the outstanding Ex-Officio member in the 80.2th percentile

(b) Legislation
• Hon. Nambeshe John Baptist MP for Bududa district had the highest score in plenary attendance amongst MPs in Parliament with a score of 87.0%.
• The most outstanding leader with a percentile attendance score of 91.0. was Vice-Chairperson, Hon. Wamakuyu Mudimi Ignatius, MP for Bulambuli district.
• The most outstanding and productive committee was the budget committee with 13 reports
signed and headed by Hon. Lu¬goloobi Amos, MP for Kayunga district.
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General Observations and Recommendations

(a) Legislative function of The House of Parliament
• Only 51.4 % of the total number of MPs participated in debates to enact the 27 bills into laws
in the 3rd year Session.
• Only 18.5% of the bills enacted into laws complied with the 45 days’ mandatory rule for a bill
to stay in committees. Meaning, majority of the bills are spend¬ing more time in committees and thereby creating historical backlogs in legislation.
• Over 34.6% of the laws that were passed in the 3rd year session are amendments of existing
laws, which indicates that parliament will normally have pending work carried over to the
next session.
• Unequal focus / attention given to different bills: Appropriation laws and tax laws (tax duties, supplementary bills and appropriation bills) that enable the executive spend or increase
revenue have the highest momentums in the House and are expedited quickly compared
to social service or issue-oriented laws/Bills e.g. The Data Protection and Privacy Bill, 2015
took over 900 days from tabling to passing, The Minimum Wages Bill, 2015 took 1,153 days.
o

For a clear functioning of the state, we recommend that, factors leading to such delays
need to be studied further so that Parliament can effectively deliver on this core mandate.
5
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o

Secondly, there should be equal allocation of time for passing of bills. Alternatively,
the rules committee should develop an appropriate time frame for the different typology of bills stay in committees to enable a realistic tracking of performance of the
different category of bills.

o

In this respect, the house should consider changing the rules of procedures by restricting the 45 days’ mandatory rule to the financial and tax related legislation and come
up with a new time limit for other types of legislation

o

Thirdly, the business committee needs to rethink the work methods and come up with
a clear plan on how to offset the backlog on legislation.

o

Fourthly, the house should prioritize the legislative functions of Parliament.

(b) Representation Function of the House Parliament
• Only 48% of MPs were able to use the instrument of raising of questions on matters of National Concern. This is low compared to the total number of MPs and the numerous issues
of concern that citizens are experiencing in different parts of the country.
• Petitions are in principle matters raised by the public as complaints presented by an MP for
action. During the 3rd year Session of parliament, out of the 10 petitions raised, only 20%
were acted upon by the house. No response on the issue discourages citizens in petitioning
parliament through their MPs.
• The study also found out that some of the petitions that get tabled on the floor of Parliament
may not be directed by the speaker to any committee or ministry, hence left hanging and
6
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others even if directed may not be responded to.
• Only 2.3% of all MPs were able to use the instrument of Petition in the 3rd year session.
o The study recommends that, the processing and disposal of citizens’ petitions needs to be
given urgent attention so as to motivate the public to raise petitions through their MPs.

(c) Oversight Function of The House of Parliament
• Consideration of statutory agencies reports by Parliament: Not all Starutory (Autonomous)
Bodies presented there reports to Parliament in accordance with constitutional obligations.
Out of 11 reports submitted by 8 Statutory Bodies only two reports (18.1% ) were directed to
be scrutinized and acted upon by respective committees of Parliament.
• 2 of these bodies (Uganda Law Reform Commission and Electoral Commmission) did not
present any reports to the House of Parliament during the mandated timeframe which is
contrary to their constitutional obligations.
• There is also a backlog on the reports tabled by these agencies e.g. Auditor General’s Finance
reports are still being tabled in the 3rd year Session, yet, they are for past financial years;
2015/2016 and 2017/2018.
• MPs attendance of the District Local Council(DLC) meetings: Under the Local government
Act (2007),MPs are required to attend DLC meetings in EX-Official capacity. The study
findings reveal that many MPs have not attended meetings as required of them. The study
uncovered that, sometimes MPs do not receive invitations or they receive when it’s late to
travel.

7
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Recommendations:
o The study recommends establishment of clear operational re¬quirements to direct activities
and actions of these autonomous bodies. Ministers and/or officials who are responsible for
these agencies should present reports to the speaker’s office. This will enforce respect for the
established rules of procedures of the House, promote constitutionalism and good governance.
o DLCs should invite MPs for official meetings via the office of the Clerk to Parliament with a
copy given to the MP’s Political Assistant residing in the constituencies. This will facilitate a
clear and traceable communication channel.
o DLCs should also make known their yearly or quarterly calendars for council meetings to
MPs and office of the Clerk to Parliament.
o The MPs on their part should introduce their PA to the District Council Clerks so that in
case the MP is absent from the constituency these can be delegated to represent the MP in
council meetings.

(d) Appropriation of The National Budget
Scrutiny: On the quality of work, the budget framework paper was recommended for approval before
ensuring that all the 3 out of 16 sectors and a number of Ministries, Departments and agencies of government with some local governments had not been aligned to the NDP II as required by law. Also
noted was the unpopular tax proposals leading to the review of the bills on mobile money.
Approval: The study revealed that there were different aspects of non-compliance to the provisions
8
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of the law such as non-compliance to the NDP II and lack of clarity of sector objectives. E.g. approval
of huge loans took place despite observed under performance of existing loans and supplementary
budgets.
Oversight: The study noted that, 6 in every 10 of the planned monitoring visits do not meet the expected targets. E.g. backlog of 2 years ranging from FY 2014 – 2016. These delays affect most oversight
reports such as Public Accounts Committee, thus making parliamentary recommendations and it’s
oversight role ineffective.
Sanctions: For every deviation from the plans and policy guidelines especially the appropriations act,
the law mandates parliament to investigate and sanction those responsible as indicated in the findings
contained in the Auditor General’s report. It is noted that, 8 in every 10 investigations are never done
and/or stretch beyond the allocated time.
The study recommended the following:
a) Scrutiny of the national budget:
When approving the Budget Framework Paper, parliament should insist that the Ministerial Policy
Statements and District Local Governments(DLG), Ministries and Agencies that have not aligned
their budgets and strategic plans to the NDP II should not submit them for scrutiny and approval.-All
Sectors, Ministries and Agencies as well as DLG which have failed to produce strategic plans to parliament should be sanctioned through non-approval of their annual budgets. -Accounting Officers who
have failed to produce strategic plans for their Ministries and Agencies as well as DLG should not be
approved to manage public funds.
b) Approval function:-In exercise of its appropriation function, Parliament should adhere to its independent role as enshrined in Art 79 (1-3) of the Ugandan constitution of 1995. Government and
9
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Parliament should recognize the importance of public participation in de¬cision-making processes
as enshrined in article 38 (2) of the Constitution and should strive for a constructive relationship with
civil society organizations to ensure that there is a broader opportunity for meaningful participation
in the democratic process. -In the attempt to enact any proposals, Parliament should endeavour to
generate support from the population that they represent as was seen with the resistance to the mobile
money and OTT tax proposals.
c) Oversight:-The Budget committee and the committee on the economy should undertake timely
monitoring visits and assess the delivery of government programs to ascertain compliance
d) Sanctions:
• Parliament should not interfere with the functioning of investigative departments and institutions of restraint in enforcing their findings and decisions. Parliament should also make
use of it’s sanctioning constitutional powers such as: a) censorship of ministers, b) impeachment of the president in case of any cover up, c) recommendation for interdiction of any
civil servant/heads of staff of departments or agencies, d) refusal to approve the budget of
any ministry, department or agency and/or withholding approval of appointment of officers
who are non-compliant.
• Furthermore, the law should provide for automatic resignation or interdiction once there is
a corruption case to allow for investigations. It should also provide for seizure and recovery
of assets once it is proved beyond reasonable doubt.

(e) Exemplary Leadership of MPs
Rule 71(1) of the leadership Code aims at assisting MPs in the discharge of their obligations in the
House, their constituents, and the public at large. It calls upon MPs to be exemplary leaders in society.
Secondly, the public’s duty by virtue of the oath they take requires that all MPs be faithful and bear
10
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true allegiance to the Republic of Uganda and to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution and to
uphold the law and act on all occasions per the public trust placed in them. This means that MPs must
have the national interest at heart in all their duties. MPs should: take decisions in the interest of the
public, have integrity on the matters of financial obligations, be accountable, promote and support
good governance by leadership and example.
To this end, the study made the following observations; (1) 10 MPs were ruled out of order more than
once in the plenary sittings although this is not an exact measure of their indiscipline but more of
them being caught out on a procedural technicality, (2) Some of the same MPs who were ruled out of
order also raised more than four points of order against their col¬leagues in the House e.g. Hon.Nandala-Mafabi, Hon.Semujju Nganda, Hon. Bahati David, (3) Even with the above two Points of Order
against MPs in the House, there was no evidence of any MPs taken before the disciplinary Committee
on Rules and Privileges. Also, there was nothing captured in the Hansard about MPs’s misconduct in
the 3rd year Session on the same.
The study recommends that, besides the initial orientation of MPs at the start of their 5 year term,
there should be continuous follow up skilling and sensitization meetings on the use and management
of tools of debate such as rules of order and procedure as well as other available instruments under
the constitution for effective discharge of their responsibilities and mandates.

f) The Triumphs of the House of Parliament in 2018-2019
In this section, the House of parliament is credited for the following significant achievements (triumphs) where it demonstrated courage, independence and acted in the best national interest in the
discharge of it’s duties in the year under review. The overall average score for the triumphs of the 3rd
year Session of Parliament was 79% which is considered excellent. These triumphs were purposefully
identified and scored on plenary sittings cited below:
On 15/8/2018, Parliament triumphed when the House was suspended by the Speaker who ordered
the leader of Government Business to go and look for ministers to respond to matters of national
concern raised by MPs that day, since only-Hon. Esther Mbayo, the Minister for office of the presidency appeared on the front bench and could not respond to all issues raised. For it’s courage, ability
to assert it’s independence and evoke it’s constitutional authority as a watchdog of the executive, the
institution gained a 67% score according to our assessment criteria.
On 15/11/ 2018.The excise duty (amendment) bill earlier on passed by parliament was imposing a
higher 1% levy on receiving and withdrawals through mobile money platforms. As a result of wide
public outcry, boycotts, and civil society activism; the Mobile Money Tax was reduced by the House
from 1 % to 0.5%. Although it still imposed a specific charge of UGX 200 on Over The Top services
(OTT) per day for social media access, this was nonetheless a triumph as parliament demonstrated
it’s responsiveness to citizen’s concerns. For this, the institution gained 100% score according to our
assessment criteria.
On 12/12/2018. The committee on physical infrastructure recommended that the Civil Aviation Authority (Amendment) Bill, 2017 be withdrawn so that the process of reforming the aviation policy,
legal and institutional framework immediately be initiated, to separate the regulatory from the operational function. As a result of the whole House ruling in favour of the minority which had a compelling case against the majority, the house gained a score of 100% because the minority carried the day
and the bill was not withdrawn as indicated in the majority report.
On 29/01/2019. The House forced the Minister of Internal Affairs to respond to the question on his
ministry’s refusal to obey the ruling of the speaker to stay the issuance of new passports pending an
11
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updates to the House on the matter. The House wanted an update because the East African Community treaties were not presented to the House for ratification and domestication. Also, nobody had
informed the House that the ministry had undertaken such an activity. Subsequently, the House triumphed because it asserted its author¬ity and independence on the actions of the Minister of Internal
Affairs, gaining a score of 67% according to our assessment criteria.
On the 26/3/2019. The House triumphed when it asked the Chairperson of the Budget Committee,
Hon. Amos Lugoloobi to withdraw one report that had not fulfilled the Rules of procedure which requires a committee to ensure a report is signed and initialled by at least 1/3 of all it’s Members before
it’s laid on the floor of parliament. The action taken by the House rectified the anomaly and confusion
that had been created when two different reports that claimed to be from the same committee: a)
found their way to the Speaker’s Office, b) got uploaded on each MP’s IPad c) and were presented on
the floor of the House. To this, the House gained a 100% score according to our assessment criteria.
On 2/04/2019, The House triumphed when Rt. Hon Moses Ali –the Deputy Prime Minister and
Leader of Government Business, was ruled out of order for failing to guide the front bench resulting
into some ministers presenting sub-standard ministerial policy statements that did not meet the required thresh-hold. By this action, Parliament asserted its authority to enforce quality submissions,
forcing Ministers to take their service to the people of Uganda seriously. Subsequently, scoring 100%
according to our assessment criteria.
On 22/5/ 2019. A comprehensive report on the matters of Ugandan traders in South Sudan who are
claiming payments to date, since 2009 and was raised by Hon Simon Oyez on 21/2/2019, was presented by the select committee and was adopted by the House. MPs, stood for the national interests of a
majority of Ugandan traders who had lost money in unpaid supplies outside Uganda and had been
maltreated by government of South Sudan. This is a laudable action where Parliament scored 67%.
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(g) Commendations of the 3rd year Session of the 10th Parliament
In this section, parliament is commended (applauded) in areas where under this report there is evidence of it’s performance being rated very good (65 %+ scores) or ex¬cellent (75 %+ scores). These are
areas where parliament is being commended and urged to improve and/or maintain it’s performance:

Legislation 60.56%
Although the 3rd year Session of the 10th Parliament scored 60.56% in its performance of the legislative function, it’s performance in certain aspects of legislation were rated highly as below:
- All the 27 Bills enacted by Parliament passed the constitutional test therefore obtaining a
100% score according to our assessment criteria. Meaning that none of their provisions was
found to be in conflict with the constitution, Parliamentary human rights checklist or international legal instruments ratified by Uganda.
- In addition, all the 27 Bills enacted were confirmed to address one or more aspects of the
SDGs. The legislature, therefore, made a valuable contribution to the implementation of the
SDGs and by extension the NDP II (which constitutes 70% of SDGs). By this action, parliament gained a100% score as per our assessment criteria.
- 26 of the 27 Bills enacted were assented to by the president. The president had initially objected to 3 of the 27 bills enacted by parliament and had sent back for revision. By the time
the 3rd year session had ended, Parliament was able to address and pass 2 except the sugar
bill which was referred to the 4th year session. As a result, 26 Bills assented to by the president, succeeded to acquire the effect of law. To this, the House obtained a 96.3 % score.
- It is also commendable that majority of the 26 laws assented to by the president were new
13
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laws and not just old laws being amended. To this end, the study found out only 9 of the laws
passed by the 3rd year session of parliament were just amendments of parts of existing laws.
Therefore, the House scored 65.4% according to our assessment criteria.
- On the SDGs test, it is commendable that majority of the motions/resolutions (36 out of 52)
passed were confirmed to address different aspects of the SDGs. Meaning that only 16 were
on other matters such as paying tribute to fallen MPs or not development related. To this
end, the House was given a 69.2% score as per our assessment criteria.

Representation 50.81%
Whereas Parliament scored 50.81% in the performance of its Representational functions, the following actions stood out as commendable:
- It is also commendable that of all the 437 issues of national concern raised, 428 were directed
to be handled during the 3rd year Session and only 5 were directed by the speaker to be handled in the 4th year Session. This is commendable because they prioritized citizens’ concerns
and so the House obtained a score of 98.0%.
- Of all the 437 issues of national concern raised, 263 were instantly responded to by Ministers
on the floor of parliament. Leaving a balance of only 165 to be addressed in the rest of the
3rd year session. Furthermore, by the end of the 3rd year session, 179 out of 215 questions
raised by MPs during question time, were responded to by the Prime Minister and/or line
Ministers. While 16.7% were not responded to by the end of the 3rd year session. By this
action, the House was scored at 83.2% as per our assessment criteria.

Oversight 73.46%
The performance of Parliamentary oversight function was rated as being Very Good-with an average
Score of 73.46% which is only 2 percentage points below the Excellent Mark (75 %+). In particular:
- On the productivity of the Standing and Sessional committees of parliament, it was found
that all committees submitted at least more than 4 reports (more than 1 per quarter) in the
3rd year session. Leading to the House obtaining a 100% score according to our assessment
criteria.
- 21 out of 25 of the total number of committee reports presented to the plenary of the 3rd
year session were signed by at least 1/3 of the members of committees in compliance with
rule 201(1) of parliamentary rules of order and procedure. To this end, the House scored
84%.
- 372 MPs are evidenced having signed committee reports out of the 432 MPs allocated to
standing and sessional committees of the House. This was a commendable act since a significant number of MPs take their work seriously attracting an 86.1% score to the House.
The way Parliament and its committees on Budget, finance and the economy, executed the tasks of
scrutiny, approvals, oversight and applying/or failure to apply sanctions to punish violators, has left
a lot to be desired among citizens. A 53. 62% score is neither very good nor excellent. It is among the
lowest average performance scores of all the functions of Parliament. There is nothing commendable
about the way the 3rd year session of parliament executed their appropriation as the aspect of scrutiny, approvals, oversight and sanctions were below 65%.
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Exemplary Leadership 60.47%
Whereas the average score for this function is 60.47% which is below the commendable performance,
there are nonetheless certain aspects that stand out in compliance to the use of the rules of procedures,
behaviour and decorum displayed by MPs in the 3rd year session of parliament as highlighted below:
-There was no single MP ever recorded on the Hansard as having been referred to the disciplinary
committee in the 3rd year Session. This is laudable as parliament in the 3rd year session scores 100%
on discipline and decorum in the conduct of business of the House.
-245 of the 277 citations of specific rules of procedure by MPs during the 3rd year Session was on
point of order. This is commendable as MPs are making use of rules of procedure to direct and regulate the conduct of debates in the House for orderliness and productivity. However, over usage of
point of order compared to all other rules of procedure is symptomatic of lack of appreciation, knowledge, or skill in use of all other rules of procedures available to members. Therefore, the House scored
88.4% as per our assessment criteria.
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Conclusion

As a citizen’s agency, the scorecard serves to remind our leaders that even the ‘watchdog’ that citizens
have mandated to supervise the executive and all other branches of government on their behalf, must
also be watched. Lest they sleep or are captured by other interests. In undertaking this project, it is our
ardent hope that the scope and quality of information contained herein, is valuable to enable citizens
of Uganda to enjoy their constitutional right of access to information in the custody of government
and it’s institutions. Since the distance between our leaders and their voters is wide, decisions and
actions by our leaders are taken behind closed doors and their reports coded in a language not easily
understood by the citizen. It is therefore important for citizens to utilize this evidence-based information; to assert themselves as bosses and employers of these elected leaders, to hold them publicly
accountable and to take informed choices in determining who governs the country.
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